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Abstract

Video understanding is a challenging problem with great impact on real-world applications.
Yet, solutions so far have been computationally intensive, with the fastest algorithms run-
ning at few hundred milliseconds per video snippet on powerful GPUs. We use architecture
search to build highly efficient models for videos - Tiny Video Networks - which run at un-
precedented speeds and, at the same time, are effective at video recognition tasks. The
Tiny Video Networks run faster than real-time e.g., at less than 20 milliseconds per video
on a GPU and are much faster than contemporary video models. These models not only
provide new tools for real-time applications such as in mobile vision and robotics, but also
enable fast research and development for video understanding. The project site is available
at https://sites.google.com/view/tinyvideonetworks.

1. Introduction

Understanding videos is a crucial visual task. Successful methods for video analysis use
complex and computationally intensive neural network models (Tran et al., 2014; Carreira
and Zisserman, 2017; Xie et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2018). These approaches however are not
suitable for real-time video processing, which greatly hinders their application to real-world
systems, e.g., in robotics, or for mobile devices, where compute is limited.

Neural Architecture Search (Zoph and Le, 2017; Zoph et al., 2018; Liu et al., 2019; Real
et al., 2019) has opened new avenues for creating both highly accurate and efficient models.
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Figure 1: An example of a highly efficient ‘Tiny Video Network’, working on a video snippet.
TVN-1 is shown. It takes 37 ms (CPU), 10ms (GPU).
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Figure 2: Runtime vs. model accuracy of the Tiny Video Networks compared to the main
video recognition models. The Tiny Video Networks are faster-than-real-time
models for videos and much faster than contemporary video models: e.g. TVN-1
is 100x faster than ResNet-101.

However, architecture search for videos presents additional computational challenges as
video models need to parse spatio-temporal information across multiple frames.

In this work we use architecture search techniques to construct the fastest to date
models for video understanding. More specifically, we automatically design ‘tiny’ neural
networks for video understanding (Figure 1), which achieve competitive accuracy and run
efficiently, at real-time or better speeds, within 10 to 19 ms on a GPU per video clip.1 We
call them Tiny Video Networks (TVN), as they require extremely small runtimes, which is
unprecedented for video models. The discovered architectures offer new non-obvious layer
combinations. Figure 2 shows that the Tiny Video Networks operate in the high accuracy
and low runtime area of the curve where no other models exist.

We use an architecture search which is designed to address the challenges of working
with videos and at the same time producing novel, fast and accurate video models. Our
approach allows for configuring and expanding a set of components which enable efficient
new layer combinations to capture both spatial and temporal information. We additionally
adapt the TVN search, to create the first video models suitable for deployment on a mobile
device. Furthermore, our approach allows for more exploration of video architectures at
very low cost. This will also allow for future video architecture work to be much more
efficient and less computationally burdensome. To our knowledge, Tiny Video Networks
are the fastest standalone video networks known to date, which run on both CPU and GPU
with better than real-time speeds.

Related Work. Designing computationally efficient networks has been important area
of research (Wofk et al., 2019; Wu et al., 2019; Zhang et al., 2018; Xiong et al., 2019).
Advances in neural architecture search for images (Zoph and Le, 2017; Real et al., 2017;
Liu et al., 2019) demonstrated large gains in recognition accuracy but are also successful
in automatically building time-constrained models (Howard et al., 2019; Tan et al., 2019;

1. A video snippet in most of the datasets considered here consists of 32 frames, which span 1 second; some
datasets have longer video durations.
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Pham et al., 2018; Yang et al., 2018; Wu et al., 2019). Architecture search for videos has
been relatively scarce, with the exception of (Piergiovanni et al., 2019b; Ryoo et al., 2020).
Online video understanding, which focuses on fast video processing by reusing computations
across frames, e.g., ECO, TSM (Zolfaghari et al., 2018; Lin et al., 2019), is also related. Our
approach is complementary as our efficient standalone video TVNs can be further utilized
for even faster online recognition.

2. Tiny Video Networks

Our search method uses the tournament selection evolutionary algorithm with discrete mu-
tation operators (Goldberg and Deb, 1991; Real et al., 2019), as it allows parallel evaluation
and mutation of multiple individuals in the population (here network architectures). We
explore building networks constrained for runtime and, optionally, the number of param-
eters. We search for the optimal combination of layers, e.g. number of layers, their type
(e.g., convolutional, pooling) and their configurations (kernel size, stride, etc). With videos
in mind, we explore various input resolution, both spatial (width and height) and temporal
(how many frames to sample from the video), as well as, skip connections and nonlinear-
ities. We also consider efficient layers, such as, 2D spatial or 1D temporal convolutional
layer, 1D pooling, non-local blocks (Wang et al., 2018), context-gating layers (Miech et al.,
2017), and squeeze-and-excitation layers (Hu et al., 2018), where the key is that combina-
tion of these can build powerful video models. As a result, we build a huge search space
of possible architectures and use evolution architecture search for exploration. Evolution is
advantageous as it explores effectively the very large space of video architectures and also
the irregular search space with a non-differentiable objective function.

In order to learn novel efficient video architectures, we maximize the following equation.
Let N be the network configuration, which is defined in the subsection below, and θ denote
the learnable weights of the network (|θ| is the number of weights in the network), and P be
a hyperparameter controlling the maximum size of the network. We denote by R(Nθ) the
function which computes the runtime of the network on a device, given the network N with
its weight values θ, and by R the maximum desired computational runtime. We optimize:

maximize
Nθ

F(Nθ)

subject to R(Nθ) < R

|θ| < P,

(1)

where F is the fitness function, which measures the accuracy of the trained model on the
validation set of a dataset. The search starts with a pool of random architectures, here 200.
Each random architecture is generated by a random sample from the search space of all
possible architectures. For example, a network first randomly selects the input resolutions,
number of frames, and etc. Then it selects a fixed number of blocks as a uniform random
variable between 1 and 8, and number of ‘repeats’ per block (up to 8). Then, per each
block, we randomly sample a sequence of layers.

After evaluating these networks, we apply tournament selection: from the current popu-
lation of 200 networks, we randomly choose 50 of them and take the top performing network
as a ‘parent.’ We then apply a discrete ‘mutation’ operation to this network by randomly
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changing one part of the network, e.g. randomly changing one of the input resolution, the
number of blocks, or layer type. After mutation, the new network is tested for runtime and
subsequently trained and evaluated. If its performance is adequate (we use Top1+Top5
accuracy), it is added to the current population and the lowest performing network is re-
moved. Each model is trained for 10,000 iterations, and since they are fast, the average
training time is about 1.5 hours. The search is done within several hours to a day. Networks
which do not satisfy the runtime are discarded without evaluation, speeding up the search.

3. Experiments

We conduct experiments on four well-established public video datasets, Moments-in-time
(MiT) (Monfort et al., 2018), HMDB (Kuehne et al., 2011), MLB (Piergiovanni and
Ryoo, 2018), Charades (Sigurdsson et al., 2016) the latter two evaluating multi-class multi-
label tasks, and containing longer videos. We use the established evaluation protocols for
these datasets and report runtime (both on CPU and GPU), FLOPs and accuracy. Runtime
is measured on an Intel Xeon CPU running at 2.9GHz and a single V100 GPU. Note
that most SOTA methods are computationally expensive and prior work does not report
runtimes. We follow the specified network and inputs for each model: we use 32 frames, as
in (2+1)D ResNet (Tran et al., 2018); I3D (Carreira and Zisserman, 2017) and S3D (Xie
et al., 2018) use more frames to report results (64). Our results use RGB-only as inputs.
Additionally using optical flow is known to improve performance but computing flow is
expensive needing more time than a TVN network inference itself. Models are evolved on
multiple datasets, e.g. TVN-1 on MiT, TVN-2 on MLB, etc., and are cross-evaluated to
test their usability across datasets. As baselines, we compare to (2+1)D ResNets (Tran
et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2018), S3D (Xie et al., 2018), and I3D (Carreira and Zisserman,
2017).

Figure 2 shows the runtime vs the accuracy of TVNs, together with prior methods. We
can see that TVN models are significantly faster than all others, and only outperformed
by much bigger and slower models. We note that achieving such inference speeds is an
impressive result for videos. Tables 1, 2, 3, and 4 show the performance of the Tiny Video
Networks evaluated on the four datasets for video recognition. For all datasets, TVNs
perform similarly to previous state-of-the-art methods at a fraction of the cost. For example,
Tiny Video Networks, with 23.1 and 24.2 accuracy, both outperform ResNet-18 and are 57
and 33 times faster, respectively; they are at the same performance as ResNet-34, while
being 61 and 35 times faster. TVN-1 is 100 times faster than the commonly used ResNet-
101 model for videos (Table 1). TVN-4 is close in accuracy to (Wang et al., 2018) despite
having 154 times fewer FLOPs (Table 3). TVNs have fewer GFLOPs compared to 38-245
for ResNet-18/101. We futher note that prior online video models (Zolfaghari et al., 2018;
Lin et al., 2019) also have at least twice GFLOPs (32-65) than TVNs.

Ablations. We further scale up TVN-1 in all dimensions (input resolution, width and
depth) and also using the scaling coefficients based on the findings of (Tan and Le, 2019).
Our scaled up model achieves 28.2 % accuracy for 305ms on CPU, and is able to achieve
comparable performance to much larger models, still being very efficient. Please see the
extended version Piergiovanni et al. (2019a) and the Appendix for more ablation results.
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Table 1: Results on the MiT dataset comparing different Tiny Video Networks to base-
lines and state-of-the-art. TVNs achieve similar performance at a fraction of the
compute cost. They are RGB-only. No runtime was reported in prior works.

Method Runtime (ms) GFlops Accuracy
(CPU/GPU)

ResNet-18 2120 / 105 38 21.1%
ResNet-34 2256 / 110 50 24.2%
ResNet-50 3022 / 125 124 28.1%
ResNet-101 3750 / 140 245 30.2%
TSN (Wang et al., 2016) - - 24.1%
2D ResNet-50 (Monfort et al., 2018) (pretr.) - - 27.1%
I3D (Monfort et al., 2018) (RGB+Flow) - - 29.5%

TVN-1 (MiT) 37 / 10 13 23.1%
TVN-2 (MLB) 65 / 13 17 24.2%
TVN-3 (Charades) 85 / 16 69 25.4%
TVN-4 (MiT) 402 / 19 106 27.8%

Table 2: Performance on MLB. ∗ Our measurement of runtime.

Method Runtime (CPU) Runtime (GPU) mAP

InceptionV3 - - 47.9
I3D (Piergiovanni and Ryoo, 2018) 1865ms∗ - 48.3
I3D+sub-events (Piergiovanni and Ryoo, 2018) - - 55.5

TVN-1 (MiT) 37ms 10ms 44.2
TVN-2 (MLB) 65ms 13ms 48.2
TVN-3 (Charades) 85ms 16ms 46.5
TVN-4 (MiT) 402ms 19ms 52.3

Table 3: Performance on Charades. TVNs are only outperformed by much bigger models.

Method Runtime (ms) GFlops mAP
(CPU/GPU)

CoViAR, Res-50 (Wu et al., 2018) - - 21.9
Asyn-TF, VGG16 (Sigurdsson et al., 2017) - - 22.4
I3D - 216 32.9
Nonlocal, R101(Wang et al., 2018) - 544 × 30 37.5

TVN-1 (MiT) 37 / 10 13 32.2
TVN-2 (MLB) 65 / 13 17 32.5
TVN-3 (Charades) 85 / 16 69 33.5
TVN-4 (MiT) 402 / 19 106 35.4
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Table 4: Performance on HMDB. Prior work does not report runtime.

Method Runtime (CPU) Runtime (GPU) Accuracy

I3D (Carreira and Zisserman, 2017) - - 74.8%
S3D-G (Xie et al., 2018) - - 75.9%

TVN-1 (MiT) 37ms 10ms 72.1%
TVN-2 (MLB) 65ms 13ms 73.5%
TVN-3 (Charades) 85ms 16ms 71.8%
TVN-4 (MiT) 402ms 19ms 74.7%

Table 5: TVN models obtained when expanding the search with MobileNet components.

Method Runtime (CPU) Params. GFlops Accuracy

TVN-1 37ms 11.1M 13.0 23.1%
TVN-1 + swish 39ms 11.1M 13.0 24.8%

TVN-M-1 43ms 5.6M 10.0 21.95%
TVN-M-2 75ms 5.4M 10.1 21.96%

Mobile-friendly Tiny Video Networks. We make a modification to our search
space to include mobile-friendly components – inverted residual layers and the hard swish
activation function, similar to MobileNet models (Sandler et al., 2018), applied both in
space and time dimensions. Table 5 shows two selected mobile models, named TVN-M-1
and TVN-M-2. They are comparable to TVN-1, but are able to achieve 23% fewer Flops
and have almost twice fewer parameters, which are both very important for mobile, at a
small reduction in accuracy. Furthermore, we modified the original TVN-1 by substituting
all ReLu activations with the hard-swish (Howard et al., 2019), we found an improvement
in accuracy of 1.7% with only negligible (2ms) loss in runtime, confirming its usefulness.

Comparison to MobileNet models. We compare our TVNs to a MobileNetV3-
equivalent ones, by training a video-adapted model from per-frame MobileNetV3 (Howard
et al., 2019). Table 6 shows that TVNs are advantageous in both accuracy and speed,
especially notable are the significant improvements for both, for larger number of frames.

Conclusion. We present novel, efficient ‘tiny’ neural networks for videos. They are
automatically discovered, perform well, as seen on four datasets, and are many times faster
than contemporary video models.

Table 6: TVNs outperform MobileNet when applied to videos, in both rutime and accuracy.

# Frames MobileNet Runtime MobileNet Acc. TVN Rumtime TVN Acc.

1 Frame 42ms 18.8% 32ms 20.2%
2 Frame 58ms 19.3% 37ms 23.1%
8 Frame 280ms 20.8% 85ms 25.4%
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Appendix A. Appendix

A.1 Additional visualizations

Figure 3 visualizes the remaining networks used in the paper TVN-2, TVN-3, TVN-4. Code
will be released where detailed specification of all networks is provided.

Figure 4 visualizes one of the networks built with mobile components (here, TVN-M-1,
on MiT). The inv-bottleneck is the inverse bottleneck layer used by MobileNet (Sandler
et al., 2018), which generally saves parameters without harming performance.

For completeness we also visualize the single-frame network used in some of our ablation
experiments (Figure 5).

A.2 Found TVN Models

We here describe the found Tiny Video Networks (TVNs), each one from learning with
different constraints. TVN-1 is the fastest model found. It was found by constraining the
search space to include models only running in less than 50ms on CPU (it runs at 37ms and
was evolved on Moments-in-Time). TVN-2 is found by limiting the search space to 100ms
and 12 million parameters (it runs at 65ms and was evolved on MLB). TVN-3 was found by
limiting the search space to 100ms as well, but no constraint on the number of parameters.
It runs at 85 ms and was evolved on Charades. Finally, TVN-4 is a slower model, found
by allowing networks up to 1200ms and 30 million parameters (a max computation cost
roughly comparable to I3D). It runs at 402ms on CPU and is evolved on Moments-in-Time.
These models also have picked specific runtime image resolutions, number of frames f , and
stride s: TVN1:224x224, f=2, s=4; TVN2:256x256, f=2, s=7; TVN-3:160x160, f=8, s=2;
TVN-4: 128x128, f=8, s=4.

A.3 Search space

We here provide additional details about the evolution process.
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Figure 3: Example Tiny Video Networks found using architecture evolution showing sev-
eral blocks with different configurations. A Tiny Video Net has multiple blocks,
each repeated R times. Each block has a different configuration with spatial
and temporal convolution, pooling, non-local layers, context gating and squeeze-
excitation layers. It can select the image resolution and frame rate. From top to
bottom: TVN-2, TVN-3, TVN-4. TVN-1 is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 4: Illustration of TVN-Mobile. The triangle indicates a hard-swish activation func-
tion (no triangle is standard ReLU). Note that each block is repeated 4 times.

In order to generate a random network to start the evolution, one can sample from
each of the components of the search space. For example, a network first randomly selects
the input resolution which can be between (32 × 32 to 320 × 320) with a step size of 32.
Then it will randomly pick the number of frames (1-128), and framerate - 1fps to 25fps
(this is also referred to as ‘stride’, i.e. number of frames to skip; the stride is selected by
uniform random sampling but depends on the number of frames already selected). Then it
selects a fixed number of blocks as a uniform random variable between 1 and 8, and number
of ‘repeats’ per block (up to 8). Then, per each block, we randomly sample a sequence
of layers. They are selected randomly from a potential set of components, which are: 2D
spatial or 1D temporal convolutional layer, 1D pooling, non-local blocks Wang et al. (2018),
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Figure 5: Illustration a 1-frame TVN. It uses many layers and repeats as it does not have
to spend much compute on the temporal aspect.

context-gating layers Miech et al. (2017), and squeeze-and-excitation layers Hu et al. (2018).
A residual connection at the end of a block can also be (randomly) enabled. Blocks are used
for simplicity only and are not required. Their use reduces the search space somewhat, as
the structure imposed by the blocks, eliminates some combinations. We found that this is
still a very effective and little-constraint search space.

For each of these layers, a specific set of parameters are also sampled, in order to
fully form a computational layer. For non-local layers, we search for the bottleneck size
(between 4 and 1024). We search for the squeeze ratio for the squeeze-and-excitation layers
(a real-valued number between 0 and 1). The convolutional layers can have a variety of
kernel sizes (from 1 to 8), strides (from 1 to 8), number of filters (from 32 to 2048) and
types (e.g., standard convolution, depthwise convolution, average pooling or max pooling).
Additionally, a layer can optionally pick an activation function, a ReLu (or a swish for the
Mobile-friendly models). The final block is followed by a fixed standard block of global
average pooling, a dropout layer (0.5 fixed dropout rate), and a fully-connected layer which
outputs the number of classes required for classification.

Since we are working with videos, exploring all of these potential architectures leads to
a very large search space. Each block has ∼ 234 possible configurations. When including
the input resolution and up to 8 blocks in the network, the search space has a size of ∼ 245

or about ∼ 1013. Thus, without automated search (e.g., if we do a brute-force grid search
or random search), finding good architectures in this space is prohibitive. We here use
such a large and unconstrained search space to find the optimal use of temporal and spatial
information within a specific computational budget.

A.4 Ablations

A.4.1 Exploring a range of number of frames

We found that for some datasets (e.g., Moments-in-time and HMDB), the network prefers
to use very few frames (e.g., 2 or 4 frames) to reduce the computation cost which is natural,
given that runtime is the only constraint. Further, on these datasets, many activities are
scene-based (e.g., swimming and baseball appear very differently), so a single frame is often
enough to discriminate them. For example, our search was able to produce a reasonably
well performing 1-frame model on MiT, with accuracy of 20.2%, 32ms runtime, 8 GFlops,
at 224x224 resolution (Figure 5).

To determine the effect of temporal information on performance, we increased the num-
ber of inputs frames used by TVN-1 from 2 to 8 and 16, and re-trained these models on
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Table 7: Increasing the number of frames for TVN-1 from 2 to 16 on MiT. We find that
just adding more frames as input is not greatly beneficial.

Method Runtime Runtime Accuracy
(CPU) (GPU)

TVN-1 (2 frames) 37ms 10ms 23.1%
TVN-1 (8 frames) 140ms 28ms 23.4%
TVN-1 (16 frames) 200ms 45ms 23.5%

Table 8: Different methods of scaling up the model on MiT. We explore scaling up spatial
resolution (res), width, depth.

Method Runtime Runtime Accuracy
(CPU) (GPU)

TVN-1 37ms 10ms 23.1%

TVN-1 (2x res) 140ms 28ms 23.5%
TVN-1 (4x res) 200ms 45ms 24.1%

TVN-1 (2x wide) 130ms 38ms 23.8%
TVN-1 (4x wide) 275ms 60ms 24.2%

TVN-1 (2x deep) 181ms 44ms 23.7%
TVN-1 (4x deep) 270ms 65ms 23.9%

MiT, providing more input information to the model. The results are shown in Table 7.
We find that increasing the number of frames for TVN-1 on MiT does not lead to signifi-
cant performance increase, while the runtime increases a lot, which explains the choice of
selecting few frames.

A.4.2 Scaling Up the TVNs

We further demonstrate the performance of the models by scaling up the found Tiny Video
Networks. In Table 8, we compare TVN-1 with increasing spatial resolution, increasing the
width (number of filters in each layer) and increasing the depth (number of times each block
is repeated). We simply scale these by multiplying them by 2 or 4. We find that scaling
resolution and width lead to performance gains, but also that they may not be the most
effective ones.

Based on the findings of EfficientNet (Tan and Le, 2019), we further scale up TVN-1
in all dimensions (input resolution, width and depth) using coefficients as in (Tan and Le,
2019). Table 9 shows the results. Our scaled up model, denoted as TVN-1 EN, is able
to achieve comparable performance to much larger models, still being very efficient. This
is an interesting result as is also an easy way of generating not-so-small but still very fast
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Table 9: Scaling up our tiniest model (TVN-1) on MiT based on EfficientNet coefficients
(denoted as TVN-1 EN).

Method Runtime Runtime Accuracy
(CPU) (GPU)

(2+1)D ResNet-50 3022ms 125ms 28.1%

TVN-1 37ms 10ms 23.1%
TVN-1 EN 305ms 92ms 28.2%
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Figure 6: Comparing different number of frames using a standard (2+1)D ResNet-50. The
last two bars (drawn in red) are for models with accuracy higher than the accuracy
of TVN-1. As seen, even using 1-frame (2+1)D ResNet-50 has 185ms runtime on
CPU, far slower than a TVN, with much poorer accuracy. More accurate (2+1)D
ResNet-50 are much slower with runtime of more than 2000ms on CPU.

models. Conceivably, one can further evolve these models, and obtain even better accuracy
at a fraction of the speed.

A.4.3 Comparison to (2+1)D ResNet-50

We further compare TVNs to standard ResNet-50 models for the same number of frames. In
Figure 6, we show performance of (2+1)D ResNet-50 with varying number of input frames.
Even using 1-frame, a ResNet-50 has 185ms runtime on a CPU, far slower than a TVN.
Further, the accuracy of TVNs outperforms ResNet-50 until 16 frames are used. At that
point, the runtime is over 2000ms, making it impractical for real-time mobile devices. In
conclusion, contemporary models are slower and less accurate than TVNs for video tasks,
even in the large number of frames setting.
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Figure 7: Random search vs. evolution for the TVNs search space. Evolution yields better
models more quickly.

A.5 Evolution

We also observe that the evolution itself is beneficial compared to random search and
produces much better models. Figure 7 shows the fitness for our evolved models vs random
search.
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